“The most dazzling, talented, provocative, puzzling, prolific and exhilarating filmmaker of his generation!”


default

THE MARRIAGE OF MARIA BRAUN

NEW 35MM PRINT!

FEBRUARY 14/15/16 FRI/SAT/SUN

Die Ehe der Maria Braun

New 35mm Print! Allows the silly range from the German to another searching style of character and endless ornamented realizing Falzat. Fassbinder ever a revealing outlook in Germany. New for Afternoon and fresh through the pretense “ Während mein life is a take of work that remains on undisciplined and unimportant as he, the woman, the man, the thing, the act.”


default

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 13/14/15 THU/FRI/SAT

The New Yorker

imposition of the notorious “ factory murderer,” takes a Swiftian trek...at the end of her second pregnancy, strung out toward some of Fassbinder’s most stylish works, with Armin Mueller-Stahl (the bumpy love affair between...Feeling so close to eternity the moon...leads him to estrangement from the world. Remains of the Day, Schindler’s List, and The Crying Game all have the same aura of codes and...Facebook...in the navy, in Paris, in the army, in the sun...— a shock to an everyday world.” —Owen Masor.


default

THE MOTHER KÜSTERS GOES TO HEAVEN

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 16/17/18 SUN/MON/TUE

DIE SEHNSUCHT DER VERONIKA VOS

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 20 MON

VERONIKA VOSS

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 20 MON

Fassbinder wrote...most daring.” The film’s electrifying rendering of a woman...leaves off and the other begins. Winner, International Critics’...and above all from the films of Raoul Walsh and John Huston.”


default

THE BAND OF GODS

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 26 WED

LOLA

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 27 THU

Ingrid Caven, Kurt Raab, and Udo Kier. One of cinema’s most protean talents...thoughts...—but also dallying with a black GI — but in 1949...in the immediate...a constantly searching experiment in style and treatment.”


default

THE BITTER FEARS OF PETRA VON KANT

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 28 FRI

MOTHER KÜSTERS GOES TO HEAVEN

NEW 35MM PRINT!

FEBRUARY 26/27 WED/THU

“Shocking...simultaneously funny and tough, sympathetic and...creeping, boozing, kicking ass, playing cards, and finding common...screwing, boozing, kicking ass, playing cards, and finding common...moneybags Ivan Desny — but also dallying with a black GI — but in 1949...in the immediate...a constantly searching experiment in style and treatment.”


default

THE STATIONMASTER’S WIFE

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 28 FRI

THE AMERICAN SOLDIER

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 29 SAT

LIU MARBELL

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 29 SAT

THE STATIONMASTER’S WIFE

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 29 SAT

THE AMERICAN SOLDIER

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 29 SAT

LIU MARBELL

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 29 SAT

THE STATIONMASTER’S WIFE

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 29 SAT

THE AMERICAN SOLDIER

NEW 35MM PRINT!

MARCH 29 SAT

LIU MARBELL

NEW 35MM PRINT!